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I. Introduction

Federal systems require individuals to comply with laws enacted by more than one order of government. At times, the laws enacted by each order may overlap, and different approaches have been adopted to deal with this situation. In Canada, this is done through the paramountcy doctrine, which permits a court to render a law inoperative when faced with two valid but conflicting laws adopted by different orders of government.

However, despite being a staple of constitutional law for over a century, the paramountcy doctrine has been the subject of important doctrinal fluctuations over the years. For the time being, the doctrine includes a narrow branch known as the operational conflict branch and a broader — and sometimes controversial — branch known as the federal purpose branch. In its 2015 trilogy on the subject, the Supreme Court of Canada clarified the precise parameters of the doctrine while also noting in obiter that further doctrinal change may be on the horizon.

The purpose of this article is to review the place of the paramountcy doctrine in Canada’s constitutional scheme and provide avenues for further doctrinal refinement. I suggest that an analysis of the text and structure of the Constitution can assist in brushing away some of the
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fog present in this area of law and providing a solid foundation for the way forward. In doing so, I note that a distinction must be made between what I call the “orientation” of the doctrine — that is, whether there should be federal or sub-national paramountcy — and its scope. The approaches adopted in some federal systems show that “federal” paramountcy cannot be assumed. This is also reflected in the Canadian constitutional experience.

More importantly, the broader branch — the purpose branch — continues to be deployed, albeit with some restraint. In what follows, I argue that, at a minimum, the operational conflict branch can be implied in a federal system to further the constitutional principle of the rule of law. However, this does not necessarily entail that a broader branch is justified or should be deployed with enthusiasm when the orders of government are coordinate. Ultimately, I use the case of Murray-Hall v Quebec (Attorney General) to highlight these issues and argue that the purpose branch of the paramountcy doctrine should effectively be abandoned in relation to the criminal law power.1

I will begin by highlighting the doctrine’s past and current manifestation in the jurisprudence of the Supreme Court (II). Then, I engage with the cases that have held provincial laws to be inoperative pursuant to the purpose branch of the paramountcy doctrine to show that this shift has important implications (III), before considering recent developments and the openings they provide (IV). This leads me to offer avenues for doctrinal refinement by suggesting that the framework currently adopted by the Supreme Court would benefit from a principled approach (V). This can be done by reading the constitutional text in its proper context and developing the law in a way that is sensitive to Canada’s federal structure (VI). I then provide an alternative account with a view to explaining that, even when its use may be legitimate, a restrained approach to the purpose branch is warranted (VII). I conclude by offering comments on the paramountcy issues raised in the context of Quebec’s Cannabis Regulation Act (VIII).

II. The Paramoutcy Doctrine: Past and Present

The paramountcy doctrine has been through a series of twists and turns throughout Canada’s history.2 The need for the doctrine arose because, unlike in traditional unitary states, the laws of different orders of government may overlap in federal systems. Therefore, a mechanism was needed to address this situation without undermining the division of powers.

The effect of the doctrine is to relieve individuals of their obligation or ability to comply with valid laws enacted by one order of government in some cases. This is different from cases in which legislation is declared constitutionally invalid or inapplicable, which entails determining that the laws of one order of government are entirely or partially beyond its legislative jurisdiction or limited in their reach as a matter of constitutional law.3 Paramountcy only comes into play when the laws of different orders of government overlap, are both independently constitutionally valid, and there is no question as to their constitutional reach.
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1 See Procureur général du Québec v Murray-Hall, 2021 QCCA 1325 [Murray-Hall QCCA].
As a technical matter, the doctrine is applied by courts when they are seized of a dispute. However, the state of the law and the situation on the ground may sometimes lead political actors to change their laws or refuse to regulate an issue in the face of overlap without court intervention. Scholars usually describe this doctrine as dealing “with situations of conflict between otherwise valid, but overlapping” laws adopted by two orders of government, and note that the conflicting legislation at issue is only rendered inoperative “to the extent of the inconsistency.” On this understanding, “conflict” encompasses not only operational conflict, but also conflict of purposes. While this is the proper object of the inquiry, Canadian history shows that “conflict” has not always been the explicit marker for the doctrine’s application.

In the early years of Canada’s existence, courts articulated two visions of the doctrine: express contradiction and occupied field. The first approach held that provincial laws were only inoperative when it was impossible to comply with both federal and provincial laws. This was a narrow vision of paramountcy that favoured the continued operation of provincial laws. Its modern equivalent can be found in the first branch of the paramountcy doctrine, discussed below.

By contrast, the occupied field approach encapsulated the idea that provincial laws were inoperative when a federal law had entered the domain in issue, irrespective of actual conflict with provincial norms. In other words, according to these cases, the mere presence of federal law in the area was sufficient to justify the application of the doctrine. This vision of paramountcy was notably present in the jurisprudence on section 95 of the Constitution Act 1867, which created explicit concurrency and paramountcy. This was an exceedingly broad conception of paramountcy deployed by courts.

In the years following the abolition of appeals to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in 1949, the Supreme Court began to ignore the occupied field approach. It is generally accepted that “[e]xpress contradiction dominated the majority judgments” during this period. The problem, though, as Luanne Walton explains, is that parties continued to rely on the occupied field approach in oral argument, and some judges continued to evoke it in dissenting opinions, all of which served to keep it “alive.” The debate was finally put to rest in 1982 in Multiple Access Ltd v McCutcheon when Dickson J expressly rejected the occupied field approach, writing that “there would seem to be no good reasons to speak of paramountcy and preclusion except where there is actual conflict in operation.”
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Despite this clear victory for a narrow understanding of paramountcy, the Supreme Court's opinion in Bank of Montreal v Hall began to retreat from the approach adopted after 1949. In Multiple Access, Dickson J had noted, in a paragraph on duplicative provisions, that there is no constitutional problem in such a case because “the legislative purpose of Parliament will be fulfilled regardless.” In Hall, a five-judge panel seized on this passage to expand the paramountcy doctrine and create what would later be described as the “federal purpose” branch.

When the opinion in Multiple Access is read as a whole, it is clear that Dickson J was not endorsing such an expansion. His reasons adopted the “express contradiction” or “conflict in operation” approach. In doing so, he cited some of the fiercest defenders of the principle of federalism with approval, notably Martland J in Smith v The Queen and Beetz J in Construction Montcalm Inc v Min Wage Commission. His judgment was grounded in the understanding that a narrow approach to paramountcy would leave the provinces with “ample legislative room.” He emphasized that any untidiness created by this narrow approach “is the price we pay for a federal system in which economy ‘often has to be subordinated to … provincial autonomy.’” Indeed, it is telling that later decisions, such as Alberta (Attorney General) v Moloney, confirm this understanding of Multiple Access and suggest that Hall effectively “formulated” the federal purpose branch.

Nonetheless, as a result of this change, the paramountcy doctrine has distinct branches and will be applied in one of two situations: 1) when “there is an operational conflict because it is impossible to comply with both laws,” and 2) when, “although it is possible to comply with both laws, the operation of the provincial law frustrates the purpose of the federal enactment.”

III. The Purpose Branch and its Implications

Scholars have taken note of this shift in constitutional doctrine. Eugénie Brouillet and Bruce Ryder, for instance, have suggested that the new purpose branch has significant implications for the federal-provincial balance. In addition, Robin Elliot has observed that this change
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“represents a very real threat” to the value placed on the preservation of provincial autonomy.\(^{22}\)

I agree that *Hall* has important implications for Canadian federalism. While each branch of the paramountcy doctrine gives effect to Parliament’s policy choice in some way, they are two different inquiries. The approach adopted in *Multiple Access* perceives the paramountcy doctrine as a “necessary evil, an omnipresent threat” to provincial autonomy “that the courts should only apply in circumstances in which they ha[ve] no choice but to do so.”\(^{23}\) This approach can also be understood as a form of respect for both orders of government by recognizing that each can legitimately require individuals to comply with its laws. The shift operated in *Hall* was, on the contrary, “designed to ensure that provincial legislative activity does not impinge on the ability of the federal government to achieve the goals it has decided to pursue.”\(^{24}\) Fundamentally, it is an approach that privileges one order of government at all costs.\(^{25}\)

Three of the four cases in which the Supreme Court has applied the purpose branch to render provincial legislation inoperative show the dangers of applying it with enthusiasm, while its use was unnecessary in the fourth case, as discussed further below. In *Hall*, the Supreme Court held that a security interest created pursuant to the federal *Bank Act* could not be subjected to the enforcement procedures prescribed by provincial legislation. The process established pursuant to federal law was held to be “self-executing” and a “complete code” based on the court’s understanding of the scheme.\(^{26}\) I leave for others any consideration of the proper scope of the banking power, particularly in light of Beetz J’s opinion in *Canadian Pioneer Management Ltd v Labour Relations Board of Saskatchewan*.\(^{27}\) For present purposes, I assume that Parliament can adopt provisions like those at issue in *Hall*. In this case, the province sought to establish a procedure that had to be followed to take possession of a security. It required a bank to serve notice prior to seizure to ensure the debtor had sufficient warning. It did not seek to eviscerate the security interest itself. As the majority at the Court of Appeal put it, “’[t]he Limitation of Civil Rights Act could not be said to operate so as to affect the amount of a debtor’s indebtedness or his liability for payment. It merely imposed an obligation on the bank to give notice prior to seizure.’”\(^{28}\) If the provisions at issue did have a constitutionally problematic purpose and effect, they would be invalid or inapplicable.\(^{29}\) The application of the purpose branch in this case has the effect of negating a policy meant to account for the procedural interests of debtors.
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British Columbia (Attorney General) v Lafarge Canada Inc is a further demonstration of the problem created by the purpose branch. The case concerned the requirements for the construction of a cement plant on port lands owned by the federal government. The Supreme Court rightly held that building a cement plant does not fall within the vital functions of the port authority,30 as it is not essential to marine transportation. Much like in Hall, the municipal provisions did not prevent the building of a cement plant or plants but imposed a 30-foot height restriction rather than a 100-foot height limit.31 It is difficult to see how this limit — regulation meant to protect the interests of the local community without affecting the ability of the port authority to pursue its core mandate — could be perceived as constitutionally problematic rather than an adaptation to local circumstances. Lafarge denies provinces and municipalities the opportunity to be responsive to legitimate concerns, including limiting nuisance, protecting the environment, and zoning to ensure the aesthetic quality of the neighborhood. In a federal system like Canada, elected officials should be capable of responding to competing concerns in a manner that gives effect to all the interests at stake. However, as Lafarge shows, the purpose branch can put an end to such democratic conversations instead of facilitating them.

The federal provisions at issue in Law Society of British Columbia v Mangat authorized non-lawyers to appear and represent clients before the Immigration and Refugee Board, which the provincial regulatory scheme did not allow. These provisions were held to fall within Parliament’s jurisdiction under section 91(25).32 As I have explained elsewhere, the Supreme Court has yet to be presented with a case that directly addresses the scope of section 95.33 Moving beyond that, it is not clear how regulating a profession — or indirectly creating a new one by permitting non-lawyers to appear as advocates — falls within the federal Parliament’s jurisdiction over naturalization and aliens. The federal provisions at issue go beyond providing a forum and a process to apply federal laws. They go deep into matters that have always been held to fall exclusively within section 92.34 In such a case, the paramountcy issue should arguably never have arisen because the Court should have held the federal provisions to be constitutionally invalid. In any event, the provisions themselves did not make appearances by non-lawyers mandatory. In addition, the use of the purpose branch entails giving short shrift to the local interest in ensuring proper standards of conduct and skill in an effort to protect the public interest.

As I explain below, this branch continues to have real implications for legitimate provincial interests. Indeed, the application of the purpose branch is a focus in the Murray-Hall case, which is currently before the Supreme Court of Canada. It puts squarely into the spotlight the ability of the provinces to address health policy issues and regulate local trade in goods through a government monopoly.

31 See also Wright, “Facilitating Intergovernmental Dialogue”, supra note 4 at 680.
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IV. The Shifting Doctrine and the Uncertain Future of the Purpose Branch

While the Supreme Court has not directly acknowledged the implications of its change of course, it is alive to the concerns it raises because it has cabinéd Hall and its progeny by warning in a 2015 trilogy and subsequent cases that both branches of the paramountcy doctrine must be applied with restraint. Each of these branches was the subject of doctrinal refinement in that same trilogy, which also brought divisions to the fore, with McLachlin CJ and Côté J disagreeing with the majority on its understanding and application of each branch.

The first branch, known as the “operational conflict” branch, reflects the approach adopted in Multiple Access. In Moloney, Gascon J, writing for the majority, noted that the operational conflict analysis is properly focused on establishing whether it is possible to comply with both a valid provincial and federal law. He reviewed the two classic situations that will not lead to an operational conflict: 1) where the federal and provincial laws are “duplicative,” and 2) “where a provincial law is more restrictive than a federal law.” However, he emphasized that provincial laws cannot permit conduct that is prohibited by federal law, as was the case in Moloney. In that case, the federal provision provided that, upon discharge under the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act, a debtor would be released from all debts that are claims provable in bankruptcy, and all creditors would be prohibited from enforcing them. The provincial law disregarded this prohibition and permitted the use of debt enforcement mechanisms on such claims. This is a true operational conflict.

The second branch, known as the “purpose” branch, was also the subject of doctrinal clarification in the trilogy. In Moloney, Gascon J noted that this branch will usually find application when a more restrictive provincial law is at issue. If the federal law provides for a “positive entitlement,” this branch could be engaged. In Saskatchewan (Attorney General) v Lemare Lake Logging Ltd, Abella and Gascon JJ, writing for the majority, explained that courts must be careful not to undermine Canada’s federal structure when applying this branch of the analysis. As a result, “absent clear evidence that Parliament intended a broader statutory purpose, courts should avoid an expansive interpretation of the purpose of federal legislation which will bring it into conflict with provincial legislation.”

In that case, the federal provision at issue authorized a court, upon application from a secured creditor, to appoint a national receiver within ten days where such an appointment is “just or convenient.” The provincial scheme at issue, Part II of The Saskatchewan Farm Security Act, aimed at providing additional protection to farmers against losses of their farmland and provided a compulsory 150-day waiting period for a creditor wishing to enforce its security interest. While there was no operational conflict, the Supreme Court also held that it did
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not frustrate the federal purpose because the provision at issue merely permitted the establishment of a regime allowing for the appointment of a national receiver. Since there was no evidence to suggest that the legislation was mandatory or intended to operate as a complete code “exclusive of provincial law,” the provincial legislation was held to be operative. This approach to the purpose branch was reaffirmed in *Orphan Well Association v Grant Thornton Ltd.*

The result of these recent cases is that the paramountcy doctrine remains broader than the post-1949 approach that prevailed until *Hall.* Accordingly, scholars have observed that the purpose branch continues to be a “serious threat to provincial autonomy.” However, the 2015 trilogy has adopted a narrower approach to the purpose branch — one that requires Parliament to be clear about its intention to oust provincial legislation. In *Desgagnés Transport Inc v Wärtsilä Canada Inc*, the Supreme Court emphasized this shift by holding that non-statutory federal law “created by courts” can never render provincial law inoperative because only “very clear statutory language” can do so. It added that holding otherwise would have implications for the separation of powers. In *Lemare Lake Logging*, Abella and Gascon JJ went so far as to question whether there is a role for this branch of the doctrine going forward, noting that “[a]t some point in the future, it may be argued that the two branches of the paramountcy test are no longer analytically necessary or useful, but that is a question for another day.”

V. A Principled Approach to Paramountcy

The preceding section demonstrates that the precise contours of the paramountcy doctrine, while more clearly defined since 2015, are still in flux, given Abella and Gascon JJ’s *obiter* comments. In this section, I suggest that new doctrinal developments — to the extent that they are likely — should pay close attention to the principle of federalism.

I begin by unsettling some assumptions that have trickled into the scholarship and which impede a proper understanding of the constitutional issues. For instance, in a seminal article on the topic, then Professor Bora Laskin began by referring to Privy Council case law articulating “federal” paramountcy and the occupied field approach. He then rather quickly concluded that “the issues raised by this pronouncement are concomitants of federalism, familiar in the United States and Australia, and immanent in the constitutions of the new federal
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states that have come to being since the end of World War Two.” The assumptions, therefore, are that “federal” paramountcy is a necessary corollary of federalism, and that the scope and application of the doctrine should be broad to allow the central Parliament to achieve its goals at all costs.

However, neither of these assumptions is correct as a matter of comparative law, nor do they necessarily follow from the structure of a federal constitution. In addition, while some federal systems apply a broad approach to their equivalent of the paramountcy doctrine, this is not universal, nor should it necessarily be preferred if one is serious about the constitutional significance of local autonomy.

All federal systems seek to strike a balance between unity and diversity — this is the very essence of federalism as a constitutional principle. In this regard, federal systems reflect two desires: to allow the states, provinces, etc. to govern themselves without interference, and to simultaneously reap the benefits of central governance over certain issues. The constitutional significance of the first desire — for local autonomy — is particularly compelling in multinational federal systems such as Canada. In the Secession Reference, the Supreme Court noted that federalism can “facilitat[e] the pursuit of collective goals by cultural and linguistic minorities,” and explained that a failure to permit a federated entity like Quebec, for example, to freely pursue internal self-determination, which includes “economic, social and cultural development,” may ground a right of secession at international law.

Accordingly, as Stephen Tierney has observed, beyond its differing manifestations, “[f]ederalism at point of origin is … a foundational recognition not only of territorial difference within the polity, but of its deep and ongoing significance, a significance that results in foundational constitutional respect and protection.” This constitutional significance is often explained by noting that federal systems create orders of government that are “sovereign” within their respective spheres, and “not subordinate one to the other.” Therefore, courts have a duty to account for the federal structure of the constitution and the constitutional significance of local autonomy in adjudicating legal disputes, including when articulating and deploying conflict rules.

When a paramountcy doctrine is not explicitly articulated in a constitutional text, its existence can nonetheless be implied for one primary reason: the rule of law requires a conflict rule to ensure that individuals dealing with laws enacted by two orders of govern-
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ment can order their affairs with a degree of clarity. However, the need for the doctrine does not necessarily assist in determining its orientation or its scope and application in federal systems.

The experience of some federal systems indeed shows that diversity can also be given expression in articulating conflict rules, notably by having sub-national laws prevail over federal legislation.\(^{53}\) Other federal constitutions, like those of the United States and Australia, for example, expressly articulate a federal paramountcy rule.\(^{54}\) The purpose of the rule, in these latter circumstances, goes beyond maintaining the rule of law, and extends to ensuring that the central order of government’s laws can achieve the goals of unity underpinning federalism. However, the crucial point is that, while the scope of the doctrine may be wider in these systems, this does not mean that the federal structure of the constitution and the importance of local autonomy do not and should not play a role in the analysis. For instance, in keeping with the principle of federalism, the Supreme Court of the United States has shown increasing restraint in its application of the preemption doctrine.\(^{55}\) In other words, it is incorrect to assume, without further inquiry, that the paramountcy doctrine must favour the central order of government and be broad in scope and application.

VI. Towards Doctrinal Refinement: Abandoning the Purpose Branch

This brings me to consider the Canadian context. The precise balance between unity and diversity in the Canadian federal system confirms that federal paramountcy cannot be assumed. It is well established that the paramountcy doctrine is not expressly outlined in the text of the Constitution, except in specific contexts (under sections 92A, 94A and 95).\(^{56}\) In select cases, the Privy Council and the Supreme Court appeared to take the view that the textual anchor for the doctrine could be found in the opening or concluding paragraphs of section 91,\(^{57}\) but these paragraphs merely affirm the exclusivity principle, which speaks to the validity and applicability of legislation. Indeed, while Parliament undoubtedly has exclusive authority to legislate on matters within the classes of subjects assigned to it by the Constitution, provincial legislatures also possess exclusive authority to legislate on matters within the classes of subjects to which they have been assigned.\(^{58}\) As a result, the Supreme Court confirmed in the Reference re Remuneration of Provincial Judges that the paramountcy doctrine is in fact “nowhere to be found in the Constitution Act, 1867.”\(^{59}\)
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This is consistent with the historical context, which shows that the framers had initially agreed to include a federal paramountcy clause identical to the one found in section 95 in the rough draft of the *British North America Act, 1867*.60 This formulation disappeared in the first draft61 before making a return in the third62 and fourth63 drafts. Ultimately, the paramountcy provision was removed entirely.64 It is therefore incorrect to suggest, as Peter Hogg once did, that “the need for such a rule escaped the framers.”65 The framers knew how to formulate a federal paramountcy provision, as they did with section 95, and considered including one with respect to sections 91 and 92. In the end, they decided against it.

This silence has led some scholars to suggest that no order of government has “the legitimate authority to … make the legislation of the other inoperative.”66 I disagree, at least in part. As explained previously, the more restrictive understanding of paramountcy — that is, the first branch discussed above — is needed at a minimum because without such a rule, individuals might be subject to contradictory laws from two orders of government, which is detrimental to the rule of law. This is the rationale for the existence of the doctrine that has been adopted by the Supreme Court.67 Any questions regarding legitimacy are accordingly relevant in determining the orientation and scope of the doctrine, but not its existence.

In some cases, federal paramountcy is mandated, namely with respect to sections 92A and 95 of the *Constitution Act, 1867*. While I have argued elsewhere that the concurrent powers outlined in section 95 are conditional rather than pure, the federal orientation of the doctrine is not in question because it is expressly stipulated.68 In that previous article, I noted that the power over immigration and agriculture is an example of conditional concurrency in federal systems, given that the purpose of the words “from Time to Time,” when understood in their linguistic, philosophic, and historical context, is to restrict the scope of federal jurisdiction. Accordingly, I argued that federal intervention is only justified in relation to matters that are qualitatively different from issues of provincial concern, consistent with the approach adopted with respect to the trade and commerce power and in the national concern jurisprudence. That being said, when the central Parliament has validly exercised its authority, federal law will be paramount. In other cases, provincial paramountcy is explicitly entrenched, namely with respect to old age pensions and supplementary benefits, which fall

68 Hartery, *supra* note 7.
under section 94A. Some treaties with Indigenous peoples also include sub-national paramountcy clauses. 

Yet, with respect to sections 91 and 92, Canadian courts have adopted a federal orientation for the paramountcy doctrine without explaining why. On the one hand, this assumption could be challenged on the grounds that an argument could equally be made for provincial paramountcy, since the Constitution Act, 1867 is the result of an agreement between pre-existing entities, which decided to come together and grant certain powers to a new central Parliament while retaining significant local autonomy. It is also important to emphasize that, for Quebec, the federal system was devised to obtain greater autonomy following its experience with the Union Act, 1840. All of this arguably suggests that provincial paramountcy might be warranted as the default option. In this respect, Dwight Newman has argued compellingly that, in some circumstances, “[t]o affirm provincial paramountcy is to act in accordance with both general federalism principles and the corollary of the subsidiarity principle.”

On the other hand, the federal orientation of the doctrine could be explained by the impetus that led to union or maintaining the territorial integrity of the country: a desire for unity over the classes of subjects assigned to the central Parliament. On this view, the presumption of the local, while cogent in a system dedicated to respect for local autonomy, can be rebutted in some cases. Although the central order of government need not act, a sub-national law should be rendered inoperative to the extent of any inconsistency with federal law when it has validly chosen to act for the entire country unless the framers have indicated otherwise. While this account is indeed compelling, it does not necessarily entail that the doctrine should be given a broad scope and application.

Ryder has reluctantly adopted a similar view, noting that, if forced to choose an orientation for the doctrine, “the interest of the whole will generally be greater than the interests of the part.” He adds that, if federal paramountcy is adopted, this should lead to formulating a narrower scope for the doctrine. I share this position and believe this approach can achieve, in substance, what Newman describes as provincial paramountcy in some circumstances. While the paramountcy provision in section 95, which alludes to similar wording in the Colonial
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Laws Validity Act, suggests that the purpose branch can have some role to play with respect to Canada’s concurrent powers, the lack of a paramountcy provision in sections 91 and 92 suggests that this branch should be abandoned. I would add that there is an argument to be made that the scope of the “conflict” clause in section 92A does not break with this understanding of the paramountcy doctrine, especially when one considers the prevailing view of its scope in 1982. This view preserves the rule of law and the goals of unity underpinning federalism while respecting the choice made by the framers to remove the paramountcy provision in relation to sections 91 and 92, a choice that implies the pursuit of local autonomy.

In other words, it is one thing to adopt a federal orientation of the doctrine, but it is quite another to adopt an expansive approach to that same doctrine. While there are debates surrounding the principle of subsidiarity in federal systems, I note that this principle also supports the preservation of norms responsive to local circumstances. Simply put, the doctrine should be taken only as far as needed to ensure Canada’s federal system can operate in an orderly fashion.

This approach has the benefit of encouraging the orders of government to cooperate if their broader legislative goals are in tension. Of course, historically, the federal order of government could deploy the disallowance power in cases of conflict within a year of a provincial law’s adoption, although this would raise its own constitutional problems today. Indeed, the Supreme Court has recognized that disallowance stands in tension with constitutional principle and has given credence to the scholarly view that the power has become void through implied amendment.

This brings me to make a few points in relation to the cases in which the Supreme Court has previously rendered provincial legislation inoperative pursuant to the federal purpose branch. As mentioned previously, the law in this area remains unsettled given that the Supreme Court questioned the place of the purpose branch in the paramountcy analysis in its 2015 trilogy. The Court may choose to directly refine its approach on that basis, but if it is inclined to act incrementally, it should be mindful of the fact that these cases only engage certain heads of power. It would accordingly be open to the Supreme Court to distinguish these cases, which Newman suggests has already been done implicitly in some contexts.

Finally, while I have already explained above that Hall, Mangat, and Lafarge are doctrinally problematic, I add here that the fourth case in which the federal purpose branch has been used by the Supreme Court to render provincial laws inoperative is also suspect. Indeed, the scenario identified by the Court of Appeal in Hall was essentially faced by the Supreme Court in Quebec (Attorney General) v Canada (Human Resources and Social Development). The prov-
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incial provision at issue deprived the federal government of its ability to recover an amount
given and owed under the *Employment Insurance Act*. While the federal provision allowed
the federal government to seek the funds from a third party — here, a provincial government
agency — rather than limit itself to obtaining them from the debtor directly, the funds at issue
were nonetheless the debtor’s property. The point is that a provincial provision completely
preventing the federal government from recovering its funds from the debtor could be under-
stood to strike at the heart of the employment insurance program. It could accordingly be read
down as inapplicable pursuant to interjurisdictional immunity.

In my view, these cases show that the intention to grant a positive entitlement should not
be sufficient to render provincial laws inoperative. Instead, it is the nature of the entitlement
and its relationship with federal or provincial powers that should be determinative in the div-
ision of powers analysis. This position is broadly consistent with the views advanced by Ryder
and Newman, pursuant to which “the equal autonomy principle might give primacy to federal
jurisdiction in some contexts and to provincial jurisdiction in others.”

**VII. Towards Doctrinal Refinement: Tightening the Purpose Branch**

In the alternative, greater caution should be exercised if the purpose branch is maintained
with respect to sections 91 and 92. As I have argued elsewhere, this refined account should
also be preferred in cases in which the legitimacy of the purpose branch of the paramountcy
doctrine may not be in issue, including in cases of sub-national paramountcy. Indeed, the
practice of intergovernmental relations with respect to immigration provides an illustration
of the value of a restrained approach generally.

The Supreme Court has, of course, already emphasized that, absent very clear statutory
language, courts should not render provincial laws inoperative pursuant to the federal purpose
branch. While it has mentioned the reasons or its adoption of this position, citing federalism
and separation of powers concerns, it has not provided a complete account of its importance
in a federal system. It should do so.

On this account, given that the orders of government are coordinate, courts should not
stand in the way of legitimate democratic decisions, unless doing so is necessary and the other
legislature at issue has clearly stated a contrary intention. Even where Parliament can adopt
certain norms, it should not be assumed that it intended to have these norms apply to the
exclusion of provincial norms. It is equally possible that Parliament intended to have federal
norms added onto provincial norms or to act as a floor in parts of the country in which the
provinces are less involved. Parliament may also have failed to consider or not foreseen the
purported conflict and its implications. Therefore, a restrained approach has the merit of put-
ting the onus on Parliament to clearly state the purpose of a federal enactment and requires
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it to assume the consequences of its policy decision,\textsuperscript{88} as the government was required to do with disallowance.

In addition, this restrained approach would have the benefit of highlighting the potential conflict and permitting provincial officials to advocate for their unique interests. Canadian history shows that, when it came to disallowance, the provinces were capable of rendering this power a dead letter over time.\textsuperscript{89} In some circumstances, this may indeed lay the groundwork for a more nuanced approach to regulating the field in question through engagement with provincial counterparts. If Parliament does choose to express its intention clearly, the dialogue between the orders of government can continue because the provinces could in theory still decide to adopt norms that do not frustrate the purpose as enacted.\textsuperscript{90}

While the purpose branch would leave the central order of government with a certain trump card in some cases, this approach would protect both democratic accountability and provincial autonomy to the extent possible. Accordingly, whatever form the analysis takes, it should not be divorced from the federal structure of the Constitution and the constitutional significance of local autonomy.

VIII. Paramountcy and Quebec’s \textit{Cannabis Regulation Act}

The \textit{Murray-Hall} case brings these paramountcy issues to the fore. It raises the validity and operability of sections 5 and 10 of Quebec’s \textit{Cannabis Regulation Act},\textsuperscript{91} which prohibits the cultivation of cannabis for personal purposes in pursuit of a government monopoly and as a public health measure.\textsuperscript{92} Meanwhile, sections 8 and 12 of the federal \textit{Cannabis Act}\textsuperscript{93} prohibit the possession of more than four cannabis plants for personal use.

The Court of Appeal concluded that the provincial provisions were a valid exercise of provincial jurisdiction over property and civil rights and matters of a local or private nature under sections 92(13) and (16) of the \textit{Constitution Act, 1867}. The Court then turned to the paramountcy doctrine, concluding that the provincial provisions do not create an operational conflict or frustrate the federal purpose.\textsuperscript{94} A similar case is making its way through the courts in Manitoba.

I assume that the provincial provisions are valid. Indeed, this case is much like the cases involving tobacco, in which it was held that the provincial legislatures and Parliament both have jurisdiction to adopt laws in the area.\textsuperscript{95} The federal provisions have not been challenged, and their constitutional validity under section 91(27) is therefore also assumed, although I
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\item \textsuperscript{94} \textit{Murray-Hall QCCA, supra} note 1.
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have expressed some doubts elsewhere regarding the extent of Parliament’s ability to enter the field following decriminalization.96

If anything, cases like this demonstrate why, in my view, the dissent’s articulation of the scope of the criminal law power in the Genetic Non-Discrimination Reference should prevail when this issue is ultimately settled.97 To its credit, the approach taken there is infused with the principle of subsidiarity, and it both recognizes the existence of provincial jurisdiction and requires a solid basis for the assertion of federal jurisdiction. While it does not deny the possibility of legitimate and limited overlap, it requires Parliament to demonstrate that it has a constitutionally cognizable interest in the area, consistent with the principle of federalism.98 This is an approach that is less likely to lead to the invalidation or setting aside of provincial norms. As a result, it is also aligned with the growing recognition of the importance of local autonomy in Canada and around the world, particularly as a tool for promoting peace in pluralistic and post-conflict societies, including with respect to Indigenous peoples.99

On the facts in Murray-Hall, there is no operational conflict because the provincial law is more restrictive than the federal law. An individual can therefore respect both laws by following the more restrictive provincial legislation. However, the case directly engages the purpose branch and provides an opportunity to officially abandon it with respect to the criminal law power. Indeed, a unanimous Supreme Court has already held that this power does not allow Parliament to create positive entitlements.100 Rather, it is properly limited to the suppression of an “evil or injurious or undesirable effect upon the public,”101 and is not a license to regulate intra-provincial trade and health.102

In this regard, the Court of Appeal’s analysis of the federal purpose branch in Murray-Hall appears compelling. Indeed, this is supported by the Attorney General of Canada’s absence from the legal challenge. First, the Court of Appeal concluded that the minor fines provided under provincial law do not contradict the purpose of reducing the burden on the criminal
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justice system, in part because such prohibitions are contemplated by federal law. \(^\text{103}\) Second, the Court of Appeal noted that some of the purposes identified by Mr Murray-Hall appear to conflict with those outlined in the legislation itself and that both orders of government were *ad idem* in relation to some of these purposes.

The main objection raised by those who seek to have the provincial provisions declared inoperative is that an important purpose of the federal provisions is allegedly to prevent the illicit production of cannabis by *allowing* personal production. In his testimony before the Standing Senate Committee, Mark Walters acknowledged that this was the main challenge faced by those who seek to maintain the operation of the provincial provisions. He took the view that the question was open to debate, \(^\text{104}\) and the Court of Appeal noted that the argument was not “frivolous.” \(^\text{105}\)

That being said, the Court of Appeal concluded that there is no tension between the broader purposes of the provincial and federal governments, as there is no federal provision providing a positive right to possess or cultivate cannabis plants for personal use. \(^\text{106}\) In this regard, there is indeed a difference between decriminalization and legalization. Assuming that this is sufficient following *Lemare Lake Logging* and subsequent cases, it also observed that it is unclear from the legislative debates whether Parliament intended to provide a positive entitlement to grow and possess up to four plants. \(^\text{107}\) Finally, it reasoned that this purpose — a positive entitlement to personal production — would arguably undermine other purposes identified in the federal legislation, namely, to “protect the health of young persons by restricting their access to cannabis” and to provide “access to a quality-controlled supply of cannabis.” \(^\text{108}\)

Nonetheless, irrespective of the purposes advanced by Parliament, Canada’s federal structure and the scope of this power only allow it to achieve its objectives in certain ways, as mentioned above, and as the Court of Appeal implied in its conclusion. Indeed, courts should be careful to ensure the purpose branch does not become a means through which Parliament can extend its jurisdiction beyond constitutional boundaries and erode the federal-provincial balance.

Relatedly, abandoning the purpose branch in these situations does not entail taking a position on the merits of any given policy choice. Rather, it recognizes that the provincial scheme represents a democratic response to local circumstances, whether one agrees with it or not. This is not a weakness of the Canadian system, but is in fact the greatest strength of any federal system. If tensions exist with Parliament’s broader purposes, genuine cooperation between the orders of government is in order.
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IX. Conclusion

The preceding analysis shows that the Supreme Court has been right to adopt a restrained approach to the paramountcy doctrine in its 2015 trilogy and subsequent cases. While the existence of the doctrine is implied in a federal system, the Supreme Court has yet to provide a compelling explanation for its orientation. Although it may not overturn precedent on this latter issue, nor am I suggesting that it should, I do suggest that it may be time to abandon the purpose branch or, at a minimum, treat it with greater caution in relation to sections 91 and 92. The diversity in legal norms that this could create is not only legitimate in a federal system, but it is also necessary for the country’s continued flourishing and survival. Indeed, as Pierre Trudeau once noted, if courts had historically failed to heed this concern for local autonomy, “Quebec separatism … might be an accomplished fact.”109 Put simply, the significance of local autonomy is not limited to provinces like Quebec in a country like Canada, and the Supreme Court is at its best when it is responsive to this concern.

Postscript

While this article was in the final stage of publication, the Supreme Court released its decision in Murray-Hall,110 in which it unanimously upheld the validity and operability of Quebec’s Cannabis Regulation Act. In its discussion of the paramountcy doctrine, the Court did not abandon the purpose branch in form but did so in substance in the context of the criminal law power. It called for caution in the analysis “to avoid eroding the importance attached to provincial autonomy.”111 It observed that the federal provisions at issue do not provide a positive entitlement and cannot be read in that way because “the creation of positive rights is not a valid exercise of the criminal law power.”112 Indeed, after emphasizing that providing any positive entitlements would be an improper purpose, it noted that, while not determinative, “the objectives pursued by Parliament and the provincial legislatures are consistent.”113 Ultimately, this case has bolstered the approach to paramountcy and the obiter comments advanced in 2015.

111 Ibid at para 85.
112 Ibid at para 95.
113 Ibid at para 101.